Abstract. We present a practical and elegant method for generating all (s, t)-combinations (binary strings with s zeros and t ones): Identify the shortest prefix ending in 010 or 011 (or the entire string if no such prefix exists), and rotate it by one position to the right. This iterative rule gives an order to (s, t)-combinations that is circular and genlex. Moreover, the rotated portion of the string always contains at most four contiguous runs of zeros and ones, so every iteration can be achieved by transposing at most two pairs of bits. This leads to an efficient loopless and branchless implementation that consists only of two variables and six assignment statements. The order also has a number of striking similarities to colex order, especially its recursive definition and ranking algorithm. In light of these similarities we have named our order cool-lex !
Background and Motivation
An important class of computational tasks is the listing of fundamental combinatorial structures such as permutations, combinations, trees, and so on. Regarding combinations, Donald E. Knuth writes in his upcoming volume of The Art of Computer Programming [11] "Even the apparently lowly topic of combination generation turns out to be surprisingly rich, .... I strongly believe in building up a firm foundation, so I have discussed this topic much more thoroughly than I will be able to do with material that is newer or less basic."
The applications of combination generation are numerous and varied, and Gray codes for them are particularly valuable. We mention as application areas cryptography (where they have been implemented in hardware at NSA), genetic algorithms, software and hardware testing, statistical computation (e.g., for the bootstrap, Diaconis and Holmes [4] ), and, of course, exhaustive combinatorial searches.
As is common, combinations are represented as binary strings, or bitstrings, of length n = s + t containing s zeros and t ones. We denote this set as B(s, t) = {b 1 b 2 · · · b n | b i = t}. Another way of representing combinations is as increasing sequences of the elements in the combination. Such representations are often referred to as position vectors, and we denote this set as C(s, t) = {c 1 c 2 · · · c t | 1 ≤ c 1 < c 2 < · · · < c t ≤ s+t}.
Our initial motivation was to consider the problem of listing the elements of B(s, t) so that successive bitstrings differ by a prefix that is cyclically shifted by one position to the right. We refer to such shifts as prefix shifts, or rotations, and they may be represented by a cyclic permutation σ k = (1 2 · · · k) for some 2 ≤ k ≤ n, where this permutation acts on the indices of a bitstring.
As far as we are aware, the only other class of strings that has a listing by prefix shifts are permutations, say of {1, 2, . . . , n}. In Corbett [1] and Jiang and Ruskey [9] it is shown that all permutations may be listed circularly by prefix shifts. That is, the directed Cayley graph with generators (1 2), (1 2 3), . . ., (1 2 · · · n) is Hamiltonian. In our case we have the same set of generators acting on the indices of the bitstring, but the underlying graph is not vertex-transitive; in fact, it is not regular.
There are many algorithms for generating combinations. The one presented here has the following characteristics. 1. Successive combinations differ by a prefix shift. There is no other algorithm for generating combinations with this feature. In some applications combinations are represented in a single computer word; our algorithm is very fast in this scenario. It is also very suitable for hardware implementation. 2. Successive combinations differ by one or two transpositions of a 0 and a 1. There are other algorithms where successive combinations differ by a single transposition (Tang and Liu [19] ). Furthermore, that transposition can be further restricted in various ways. For example, so that only zeros are between the transposed bits (Eades and McKay [6] ), or so that the transposed bits are adjacent or have only one bit between (Chase [3] ). When n is even and k is odd it is possible to restrict the transposed bits to be adjacent (Eades, Hickey, and Read [5] , and see Hough and Ruskey [8] for an efficient algorithm). Along with ours, these other variants are ably discussed in Knuth [11] . 3. The list is circular; the first and last bitstrings differ by a prefix shift. 4 . The algorithm can be implemented so that in the worst case only a small number of operations are done between successive combinations, independent of s and t. Such algorithms are said to be loopless, an expression coined by Ehrlich [7] . In fact, the algorithm has a loopless implementation regardless of whether the combination is stored in an array, a computer word, or a linked list. In the first two cases the algorithm can also be implemented to be loopless and branchless (no if -statements). Existing loopless algorithms are discussed further in Section 6.4. 5. The list for (s, t) begins with the list for (s − 1, t). Usually, this property is incompatible with Property 3,  relative to the elementary operation used to transform one string to the next. For example, colex order has Property 4 but not Property 3. Colex is defined recursively so that every bitstring ending in 0 appears before every bitstring ending in 1
6. When the elements are expressed as c 1 c 2 · · · c t ∈ C(s, t), the list has the genlex property. A list of strings has the genlex property if the strings with any given suffix appear consecutively within the list. The term is due to Walsh [22] . We mention that the cool-lex algorithm cannot be implemented in loopless time when the combination is stored in this manner. 7. Unlike other Gray codes for combinations, this one has a simple ranking function whose running time is O(n) arithmetic operations. 8. Unlike every other recursive Gray code definition for combinations, cool-lex has the remarkable property that it can be defined without using list reversals. Refer to [14] for examples of Gray codes that use list reversals. 9. The list is remarkably similar to the colex list for combinations.
The listing discussed here appears in Knuth's prefasicle [11] . The output of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 26 on page 17. He refers to the listing as suffix-rotated (since he indexes the bitstrings b n−1 · · · b 1 b 0 ). See also Exercise 55 on page 30 and its solution on page 97.
To overview the remainder of the paper, Section 2 gives several definitions of cool-lex and proves that they are equivalent, Section 3 provides algorithms and implementations, Section 4 contains the ranking function for cool-lex, Section 5 discusses the genlex property, and Section 6 concludes with several open problems and an extension to permutations of a multi-set.
Cool-lex Definitions
In this section, we provide one iterative definition and two recursive definitions for cool-lex. Theorem 1 proves that all three definitions are equivalent, and gives several immediate consequences. We also provide an iterative and recursive definition for colex.
Preliminaries and Notation.
Before defining the cool-lex order, we introduce a number of secondary definitions. Let S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m be a sequence of strings, let b, c, and d be individual strings, let x be a symbol, let k ≥ 0, and let 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The string bc is obtained by appending c to the end of b. If d = bc, then b is a prefix of d, and c is a suffix of d. The sequence of strings s 1 b, s 2 b, . . . , s m b is represented by Sb. Also, x k is the string with symbol x repeated k times. Let S[i] = s i . We frequently access the first and last strings in a sequence, so if S is non-empty, then f irst(S) = s 1 and last(S) = s m . If S contains at least two strings, then second(S) = s 2 . Furthermore, if S contains at least two strings, then − → S is the rotated sequence of strings s 2 , s 3 , . . . , s m , s 1 ; otherwise if S does not contain at least two strings, then − → S = S. In this paper, every string will be binary, so that every symbol will be in {0, 1}.
When b is a bitstring of length n, let l(b) be the length of its shortest prefix ending in 010 or 011, or n if no such prefix exists. 
where b = 1 t 0 s and z = s+t t − 1. When s = 1 or t = 1, the strings in R s,t are given explicitly by the following two remarks. The center column of Figure 1 gives R 3,3 . To complement the iterative definition of cool-lex, let us consider the well-known iterative definition of colex [11] , the lexicographic order applied to the reversal of strings, which begins with 1 t 0 s and ends with 0 s 1 t . Colex has many uses, for example in Frankl's now standard proof of the Kruskal-Katona Theorem [17] . Let b be a bitstring of length n. Given that b = 0 s 1 t , let l ′ (b) be the length of the shortest prefix in b that ends in 10, let p ′ (b) be the prefix of b that has length l ′ (b), and let s
is well-defined, except for b = 0 s 1 t , which is the last string in colex. The iterative definition of colex with s zeros and t ones is
where b = 1 t 0 s and z = s+t t − 1. When s = 1 or t = 1, the strings in I s,t are given explicitly by the following two remarks. The third column of Figure 2 gives I 3,3 . On the left is colex L 3,2 and on the right is cool-lex M 3,2 . The middle column contains L 3,2 and its suffixes beginning with 1 (1000, 100, 10, and 1) are highlighted by rectangles. In order to transform colex into cool-lex each sublist associated with one of these suffixes is cyclically moved up one row.
Recursive Definitions.
Although we presented an iterative definition of colex, it is perhaps more commonly expressed recursively. We use L s,t in the recursive definition, and we note that I s,t = L s,t [11] . The colex list L s,t is given by the following:
where L 0,t = 1 t and L s,0 = 0 s . Interestingly, cool-lex can be defined in a very similar manner. The cool-lex list M s,t is given by the following:
where M 0,t = 1 t and M s,0 = 0 s . Equations (3) and (4) imply that colex can be transformed into cool-lex by a series of sublist manipulations. Figure 3 illustrates this transformation for s = 3 and t = 2, while transformations for larger values of t work recursively. Remark 9 follows immediately from (4).
Remark 9. Each bitstring with s zeros and t ones appears exactly once in M s,t .
Although the representation of cool-lex in (4) has certain advantages, it can also be useful to have a recursive definition that does not reorder strings as in − → S . By using the same base cases, we can define cool-lex recursively by W
In fact, this definition is used in [11] and in a conference paper containing preliminary results [15] . When s = 1 or t = 1, the strings in M s,t and W ′ s,t are given explicitly in the following two remarks.
is that it is easy to identify the first and last strings in the cool-lex. We will also find it useful to know the second string in cool-lex order, which we compute using M s,t .
Lemma 2. The first, last, and second strings in cool-lex are as follows
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow immediately from the definitions. For part (c),
by Remark 10. 2 2.4. Equivalence of Definitions. Now we are ready to state the main result of this section, Theorem 1.
Moreover, • The lists are circular.
• The lists contains each bitstring with s zeros and t ones exactly once.
• Successive bitstrings differ by a prefix shift of one position to the right.
• Successive bitstrings differ by the transposition of one or two pairs of bits.
• The first bitstring is 1 t 0 s , and the last bitstring is 1 t−1 0 s 1.
The proof of Theorem 1 involves two lemmas. We first prove that the two recursive definitions of coollex, M s,t and W ′ s,t are equivalent, and then we prove that these definitions are equivalent to the iterative definition of cool-lex, R s,t .
Proof. From Remarks 10 and 11, the result is true when s = 1 or t = 1. Otherwise, suppose that s, t > 1 and inductively assume that M i,j = W ′ i,j whenever (i < s and j ≤ t) or (i ≤ s and j < t). Then we have the following:
Proof. Remarks 5, 6, 10, and 11 provide the result when s = 1 or t = 1. Otherwise, suppose that s, t > 1 and inductively assume that M i,j = R i,j whenever (i < s and j ≤ t) or (i ≤ s and j < t). The following list gives an overview of M s,t = M s−1,t 0, − −−−− → M s,t−1 1, with a horizontal line separating the two sublists. We wish to show that each successive string in M s,t is the result of applying σ to the previous string.
11
t−2 100 s−2 0 (S1) 011 t−2 10 s−2 0 . . .
t−2 00 s−2 10 (S2)
The strings (S1)-(S5) are identified by Lemma 2 (equations (6) and (7)). The strings from (S1) to (S2) are the strings in M s−1,t 0. From Remark 1 appending 0 does not affect the operation of σ, except for the string labeled (S2). Therefore, the fact that each successive string from (S1) to (S2) is obtained from applying σ is a result of the inductive assumption that M s−1,t = R s−1,t . Next, note that applying σ to the string (S2) results in the string (S3).
The strings from (S3) to (S5) are the strings in − −−−− → M s,t−1 1. From Remark 2 appending 1 does not affect the operation of σ, for every string from (S3) to (S4). Therefore, the fact that each successive string from (S3) to (S4) is obtained from applying σ is a result of the inductive assumption that M s,t−1 = R s,t−1 . Finally, note that applying σ to the string (S4) results in the string (S5 Figure 4 . Illustrating the transpositions at the two interfaces in W s,t .
Now we prove Theorem 1.
Proof. The first point follows from Remark 3. The second point follows from Remark 9. The third point follows from the definitions of R s,t and σ. The fourth point follows from Lemma 1. The last point follows from Lemma 2 (equations (6) and (7)). 2
Algorithms and Implementation
In this section, we concentrate on efficient algorithms for generating cool-lex. In particular, we provide a recursive algorithm, a loopless iterative algorithm, and a loopless and branchless iterative algorithm, each of which is implemented in a procedural language. We also provide a loopless iterative algorithm that is implemented using linked lists instead of arrays, and a second loopless and branchless iterative algorithm that is implemented in machine language and is due to Knuth [11] . Every algorithm presented uses constant extra space; that is, besides storing the (s, t)-combination only O(1) space is required.
Within each algorithm we follow the convention that ← represents assignments, and = represents testing for equality. Also, every array has 1-based-indexing; that is, if b is an array then b [1] represents its first element.
3.1. Recursive Algorithm. To generate cool-lex recursively we use the definitions of W ′ s,t and W s,t that we recall here: Figure 4 shows the strings in W s,t , where the two long horizontal lines represent the transitions between W (s−1)t 0, W s(t−1) 1, and 1 t−1 0 s 1. The left column shows the base case of t = 1, the middle column shows the base case of s = 1, and the right column shows the remaining case of s, t > 1. The short underlines, and overlines, represent which bits are transposed at each interface.
In the right column, the transposed bits at the first interface are at positions (1, t) and (n − 1, n), and at the second interface are at positions (t − 1, n − 1) (Lemma 1). We use the function call swap(i, j) to swap the ith and jth bits in b. 
swap(1, t)
4:
swap(s + t, s + t − 1)
5:
visit(b)
such prefix exists, by one position to the right. In Rotate(s, t) we store the bitstring in an array (line 1) and we assume that rotate(b, i) rotates the first i bits of b by one position to the right. In particular, we maintain a variable x that is equal to the smallest index for which b[x − 1] = 0 and b[x] = 1, and then we rotate the first x + 1 bits of b at each iteration (line 6). After a rotation the leftmost 01 is moved one position to the right, or a new leftmost 01 is created at the beginning of the bitstring, and so the value of x is updated accordingly (lines 7 to 11). The algorithm ends when the last bitstring in cool-lex is reached, 1 t−1 0 s 1, which is the unique bitstring where the value of x is equal to s + t (line 4). The algorithm begins with the first string in cool-lex, 1 t 0 s , and initializes x to t since rotate(1 t 0 s , t + 1) produces the second string in cool-lex, 01 t 0 s−1 . Before describing the next algorithm, we mention that updating the value of x (lines 7 to 11) can be accomplished by a single operation (see line 10 in Branchless(s, t)).
The LinkedList(s, t) algorithm is essentially the same as the Rotate(s, t) algorithm, except that we store the bitstring in a singly-linked list, and we perform our rotations by using an auxiliary variable y and four elementary pointer operations (lines 5 to 8). Since every operation in LinkedList(s, t) is elementary, the algorithm is loopless. As far as the authors are aware, LinkedList(s, t) is the first (s, t)-combination algorithm using linked lists with this property.
Rotate(s, t)
Require: t > 0 1: b ← array(1 t 0 s ) 2: x ← t 3: visit(b) 4: while x < s + t do x ← x + 1 y ← x.next 6: x.next ← x.next.next visit(b) 13: end 3.2.2. Loopless Algorithm. Although Rotate(s, t) relied upon the function rotate(b, i), we do not need to perform arbitrary rotations to generate cool-lex. In particular, each successive bitstring can be generated by one or two transpositions (see Lemma 1), or equivalently by two or four array assignments. In Loopless(s, t) we find it useful to maintain another variable in addition to x. It now remains to update x and y. At the second interface they are simply incremented (lines 8 and 9). At the first interface y always becomes 1 (line 16); also, x is incremented unless y is equal to 1, in which case x becomes two (line 16, with respect to line 9) (see Remark 11) . The algorithm has the same ending condition as Rotate(s, t) (line 5). The algorithm initializes x and y to t (lines 2 and 3) and the reader can verify that the first iteration of the while loop correctly changes b from the first string in cool-lex, 1 t 0 s , to the second string in cool-lex, 01 t 0 s−1 , and y is properly set to 1 and x is properly set to two.
Loopless(s, t)
Require: t > 0 1: b ← array(1 t 0 s ) 2: x ← t 3: y ← t 4: visit(b) 5: while x < s + t do 
10:
visit(b) 13: end
The structure of Loopless(s, t) allows us to completely determine the number of times each statement is executed. Let X(s, t), Y (s, t), and Z(s, t), represent the number of times lines 6, 11, and 14 are executed, respectively. Line 6 is executed for every (s, t)-combination except the last in cool-lex order, 1 t−1 0 s 1. Line 11 is executed for every (s, t)-combination that contains a 010 before any 011, of which there are s+t−1 t − 1 possibilities, as well as the first bitstring in cool-lex order, 1 t 0 s . Line 14 is executed for every (s, t)-combination that starts with 1 and is also executed by line 11. Thus,
3.2.3.
Loopless and Branchless Algorithm. Loopless(s, t) generates the cool-lex ordering by transposing either one pair or two pairs of bits at each step. Interestingly, the cool-lex ordering can also be generated by Branchless(s, t) that always swaps two pairs of bits. In particular, by maintaining the variables as before, each successive string can be obtained by swap(x, y) and swap(0, x + 1). As before, the first string in cool-lex order, 1 t 0 s , is a special case, and the algorithm terminates once visiting the last string in cool-lex order, 1 t−1 0 s 1. In all other cases, there is a shortest prefix ending in 010 or 011 (referred to by p(b)), which explains the hypothesis of the following lemma. Proof. Since p(b) ends in 010 or 011, then it must be of the form 00 i 10, 11 i 00 j 10, 00 i 11, or 11 i 00 j 11, where i, j ≥ 0. By Remark 4 we need only transpose bits in p(b), and for each case we verify the claim by illustrating the transposition to be made in positions (x, y) using underlines, and the transposition to be made in positions (0, x + 1) using overlines.
Case 1: σ(00 i 10) = 00 i 10 = 10 i 00 = 00 i 01.
Case 2: σ(11 i 00 j 10) = 11 i 00 j 10 = 11 i 10 j 00 = 011 i 00 j 1.
Case 3: σ(00 i 11) = 00 i 11 = 10 i 01 = 100 i 1.
Case 4: σ(11 i 00 j 11) = 11 i 00 j 11 = 11 i 10 j 01 = 111 i 00 j 1. 2
Given the correct values of x and y, Lemma 5 allows us to generate the next string without branching (lines 6 to 9). Once the next string has been generated we can easily compute the correct values of x and y. In particular, the value of y is incremented by one, unless the first bit is set to 0, in which case y is set to 1 (line 11). Likewise, the value of x is incremented by one, unless the first two bits are set to 01, in which case x is set to two (line 10).
3.3. Implementation in Computer Words. The final implementation we present is of a different nature from the previous three. In this case we assume that our n-bit binary string can fit in a single machine word, and we operate on this word using machine language. By using shifts, bitmasks, and arithmetic, there are a number of ways to accomplish this goal. The approach we follow here is due to Knuth [11] , and it gives a loopless and branchless MMIX implementation. To understand the algorithm, we need the following two lemmas, which show how the operation of σ can be simulated by using addition and subtraction on words. To allow addition and subtraction to achieve this goal we must reverse the order of the bits (and in [11] the cool-lex ordering is referred to as suffix-rotated ). Again, we focus only on p(b) thanks to Remark 4.
Proof. To verify that we can obtain σ(1 x 00 y 10) = 01 x 0 y 01 by adding c, we write each string from right to left while omitting the unchanged bits from s(b):
Proof. To verify that we can obtain σ(1 x 00 y 11) = 11 x 0 y 01 by subtracting c, we write each string from right to left while omitting the unchanged bits from s(b):
For the implementation, we assume that every register has length w, and that n < w, where n = s + t. We will write the contents of each register as R = r 1 r 2 . . . r w where r 1 is the least significant bit. In other words, R = 1000 . . . is equivalent to the integer value 1. The operator ≪ represents the shifting of bits towards greater significance, so 1 ≪ k equals 0 k 10 w−k−1 . The operator ∧ represents bitwise-and. The operator ⊕ represents bitwise-xor. The operator is a specialized form of subtraction, called saturating subtraction, where the result of i j is i − j if i ≥ j, and is 0 if i < j. Although this operation is not available in all machine languages, it is available in MMIX, and can easily be simulated using other instructions.
Register R 3 is used to store the combination. Its value is initialized to 1 t 0 w−t by line 2, and its last w − n bits will have value 0 throughout the course of the algorithm. Registers R 0 and R 1 are used as temporary variables. Register R 2 is used as a mask for the (n+1)st bit (its value is 0 n 10 w−n−1 by line 1). The algorithm terminates its loop on line 3 when the (n + 1)st bit of R 3 is set to 1.
visit(R 3 )
5:
R 0 ← R 3 ∧ (R 3 + 1)
6:
R 0 ← R 1 + 1 8:
To understand the implementation, suppose R 3 = 1
x 00 y 1ds(b) where d is a single bit. Line 5 places 0 x+y+1 1ds(b) into R 0 (this is the value of R 3 with leading 1s changed to 0s). Line 6 places 1 x+y+2 0
w−x−y−2 into R 1 (this is a mask for the shortest prefix ending 01 in R 3 ). Line 7 places 0 x+y+2 10 w−x−y−3 into R 0 (this will be used as a mask for the bit with value d in the fifth statement). Line 8 puts the value of 1
x 0 y 010 w−x−y−2 into R 1 (this is the shortest prefix in R 3 ending in 01, with the remaining bits set to 0). If d = 0, then line 9 puts the value of 0 w into R 0 , and then line 10 puts the correct value into R 3 via Lemma 6. If d = 1, then line 9 puts the value of 1 x+y+2 0 w−x−y−2 into R 0 , and then line 10 puts the correct value of into R 3 via Lemma 7 since R 0 − R 1 = 0 x 11 y 0 w−x−y .
Ranking Algorithm
In this section we examine the ranking functions of colex and cool-lex, and this provides another interesting link between the two lists. Given a listing of combinatorial structures, the rank of a particular structure is the number of structures that precede it in the listing.
Given an (s, t)-combination represented as a bitstring b 1 b 2 · · · b n the corresponding set elements can be listed as c 1 < c 2 < · · · < c t where c i is the position of the i-th 1 in the bitstring. As is well-known ( [11] , [17] ) in colex order the rank of c 1 c 2 · · · c t is
As we see in the statement of the theorem below, in cool-lex order there is a very similar rank function. Let rank(c 1 c 2 · · · c t ) denote the rank of c 1 c 2 · · · c t ∈ C(s, t) in our order.
Theorem 2. Let r be the smallest index such that c r > r (so that c r−1 = r − 1). Then
Proof. Directly from the recursive construction (5) we have
We now consider the rank in terms of the corresponding list of elements 1 ≤ c 1 < c 2 < · · · < c t . If 3   11100  123  11100  123  11010  124  01110  234  10110  134  10110  134  01110  234  11010  124  11001  125  01101  235  10101  135  10101  135  01101  235  01011  245  10011  145  00111  345  01011  245  10011  145  00111 345 11001 125 Figure 5 . For s = 2 and t = 3, from left to right, colex as bitstrings, colex as elements, cool-lex as bitstrings, and cool-lex as elements. Only the third column is not genlex.
Therefore, in either case,
By the definition of r, (10) follows from the first line of (11) by successive applications of the second line of (11) . Note that (11) , like (9) and 10, depends only on t and not on s.
Using standard techniques, as explained for example in [11] the expression in (10) can be evaluated in O(n) arithmetic operations.
Genlex
A list of strings, S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m , is genlex [22] if every suffix appears within consecutive strings in S (that is, if for every suffix, all the strings with that suffix form an interval of consecutive strings in S). In other words, S is genlex unless there exists a string x, and integers i, j, k with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ m, such that x is a suffix of s i and s k , but is not a suffix of s j . This property is common to several other orderings for combinations [11] , and depending on the setting may be defined for prefixes instead of suffixes.
For example, when s = 2 and t = 3, Figure 5 illustrates that colex is genlex when it is represented by binary strings. This implies that colex is also genlex when it is represented by the elements contained in each combination, which is how genlex is defined for combinations in [11] . To verify this fact, note that every one-element suffix that appears in the list (3, 4, and 5) does so in consecutive strings, as does every two-element suffix (23, 24, 25, 34, 35 , and 45), and every three-element suffix appears exactly once since t = 3. Remark 12 states that colex actually has a stronger property than genlex. In particular, the strings with a particular suffix give a smaller colex list.
Remark 12. If x is a binary string with s ′ zeros and t ′ ones, then the strings in L s−s ′ ,t−t ′ x appear in the same order, and are consecutive, within L s,t . Moreover, no other strings in L s,t have x as a suffix.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows that cool-lex is not genlex when it is represented by binary strings since the suffix 01 appears in three non-consecutive strings. However, we will show that cool-lex is genlex when it is represented by the elements contained in each combination. In terms of binary strings, this is equivalent to showing that every suffix that begins with a 1 appears in consecutive strings in cool-lex. For example, consider the combination 11001001 and its position vector 1 2 5 8. The suffixes beginning in 1 are 1, 1001, 1001001, and 11001001, and these suffixes correspond to the position vector suffixes 8, 5 8, 2 5 8, and 1 2 5 8, respectively. In Theorem 3, we will prove a result that is stronger than genlex for suffixes that begin with 1, and we will prove a result that is weaker than genlex for suffixes that begin with 0. For intuition, the reader may wish to refer to Figure 3 , which illustrates the suffix properties that are maintained when colex is transformed into cool-lex. Before stating the theorem, we mention the following remark that follows directly from Remark 9.
Remark 13. If x is a binary string with s ′ zeros and t ′ ones, then the strings in R s,t with suffix x are exactly the strings within R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ x (or equivalently, within
Theorem 3.
(1) If x = 1x ′ is a binary string with s ′ ≥ 0 zeros and t ′ > 0 ones, then the strings in −−−−−−→ R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ x appear in the same order, and are consecutive, within R s,t .
′ is a binary string with s ′ > 0 zeros and t ′ ≥ 0 ones, then the strings in
, appear in the same order, and are consecutive, within R s,t .
Proof. In this proof we will make implicit use of Remarks 2, 9, and 13, Lemma 2, Theorem 1, and the definition of − → S . For the first result, if s ′ ≥ s or t ′ ≥ t, then the result is immediate since R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ contains at most one string. Otherwise, the string 01
must occur somewhere within R s,t . Since x = 1x ′ , by Remark 2,
Therefore, the strings in −−−−−−→ R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ x appear in the same order, and are consecutive, within R s,t . For the second result, if s ′ ≥ s or t ′ ≥ t, then the result is immediate since R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ contains at most one string. Otherwise, the string 01
must occur somewhere within R s,t . Since x = 0x ′ , by Lemma 1,
Notice that last(R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ ) is the penultimate string in −−−−−−→ R s−s ′ ,t−t ′ . Therefore, the strings in
, appear in the same order, and are consecutive, within R s,t . 2
Before concluding this section, we provide a remark that follows directly from the recursive definition of cool-lex (4), and gives a slight strengthening of Theorem 3. This result was also mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2. 6. Final Remarks 6.1. Balanced Parenthesis. The iterative definition of cool-lex can be modified to generate balanced parenthesis strings by a loopless algorithm. Balanced parenthesis strings are represented by binary strings with n 0s and n 1s, where each prefix contains at least as many 1s as 0s. Balanced parenthesis are counted by the Catalan numbers and are equivalent to a number of additional objects including binary trees. The algorithm is also loopless when applied directly to binary trees [16] .
6.2. Permutations of a Multi-Set. A multi-set is a collection of integers, with repetition allowed. For example, S = {2, 1, 1, 0} is the multi-set with one copy of 2, two copies of 1, and one copy of 0. A permutation of a multi-set, or a multi-perm, is any arrangement of these integers. Notice that (s, t)-combinations are simply permutations of the multi-set with s copies of 0 and t copies of 1. Several algorithms exist for generating multi-perms [2, 10, 18, 20] .
It appears that the iterative definition of cool-lex can be generalized to generate multi-perms. Starting from any multi-perm, let p be its shortest prefix ending with xy where x < y. If there is no such prefix, then let p be the entire multi-perm. If p is not the entire multi-perm, and if the next symbol after y is z, where z ≤ x, then let p instead be the prefix ending in xyz. Rotate the symbols in p by one position to the right. Experimental results have validated the effectiveness of this iterative rule in a number of cases, and we hope to prove its correctness in a follow-up paper. When applied to binary multi-sets, the rule reduces to rotating the shortest prefix ending in 010 or 011 (notice that rotating a prefix ending in 011 is equivalent to rotating the same prefix ending in 01).
6.3. Artistic Representations. The iterative cool-lex list R s,t has been rendered musically by George Tzanetakis and is available for download as a .wav file on the page http://www.cs.uvic.ca/~ruskey/Publications/Coollex/Coollex.html.
A visual comparison of colex and cool-lex is illustrated artistically in the The Feast (ISBN 0-978066-30-98) and is available on http://www.pmntmrkr.com/.
Open Problems.
• Is it possible to generate combinations if the allowed operations are further restricted? For example, all permutations can be generated by letting the permutations (1 2) and (1 2 · · · n) and their inverses act on the indices, although this is not possible for combinations (for example, try s = t = 3).
• What is the fastest combination generator when carefully implemented? It would be interesting to undertake a comparative evaluation in a controlled environment, say of carefully implemented MMIX or ANSI C programs. Testing should be done in the four cases depending on whether the combination is represented by a single computer word, a linked list, an element of B(s, t), or an element of C(s, t). In the first three cases cool-lex should perform very well, however it will not perform as well in the last case since successive position vectors can change in an arbitrary number of positions. Thus, the cool-lex order on C(s, t) is not a Gray code and cannot be implemented as a loopless algorithm. Such a comparative evaluation should include every loopless algorithm. The authors mention the following algorithms: [7] , [13] , [3] and a simplified version [21] , loopless implementations of [19] appear in [12] and [24] , and a loopless implementation of [6] appears in [23] .
• Suppose we view long prefixes as requiring more work to rotate than short prefixes. With respect to any possible algorithm that generates B(s, t), does cool-lex require the least amount of work? This question is motivated by the observation that cool-lex rarely rotates long prefixes.
• What is the computational complexity of determining if an arbitrary subset of (s, t)-combinations can be generated by prefix shifts?
